CASE STUDY:
DIGITAL
TARGETING
Client
Leading provider of enterprise open
source solutions for high-performing
Linux, cloud, container, and
Kubernetes technologies.

Challenge
With the long-awaiting launch of the
latest version of their flagship
product, the client was looking to
build robust digital messaging plan
to reach multiple personas across
APAC region.

Solution
Specific messaging for target
personas, organisational
segments, account status groups and
languages across 14 countries were
developed to effectively cover the
audience groups, totalling over 1100
targeting variables:

3 TARGET AUDIENCE
PERSONAS

3 TARGET
SEGEMENTS

4 ACCOUNT STATUS
GROUPS

4 LANGUAGES

14 COUNTRIES

3 CREATIVE
FORMATS
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With over 1100 targeting variables to consider and optimise for maximum
customer reach and engagement in each market, the resulting program
was a highly complex data-driven media campaign.
The approach was to layer client 1st Party data along with Rombii and local
media brand audience targeting capabilities with delivery driven through
Rombii’s powerful ABM engine to ensure the right personas were reached at the
right target organisations with the right messaging.

Results
Working with the client to develop initial messaging, Rombii built
complimentary non-English creatives and optimised delivery throughout the
campaign duration.The results were considered excellent across all markets:

4X

With 4 million impressions
served, the total aggregate
CTR remained at 0.28%, 4x the
industry benchmark of 0.07%

With 4 million impressions served,
the total aggregate CTR remained
at 0.28%, 4x the industry
benchmark of 0.07%
Performance optimised by creative
messaging and audience segment,
with clear leaders identified in
each market – the strongest
performing showing CTRs 0.73%
Retargeting to engaged users built
a strong re-marketing pool which
showed strongest engagement with
CTR of 2.02%.

The program performance and methodology was perceived as overwhelmingly
positive by the client and stakeholders and due to this a similar program was
developed for a second product launch only a few short months later.
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